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Atlas and map skills 11

Site, situation and shape of 
settlements

 Learning objective

– to study the site, situation 
and shape of settlements.

 Learning outcomes

➜	 To be able to describe 
and identify the site and 
situation of settlements.

➜	To be able to describe 
and identify the shape of 
settlements.

Mole Gap
Leatherhead

Gap town

Dorking
R. Mole

North
Downs

North
Downs

This shows the gap towns of Leatherhead and Dorking. They 
have been sited either side of a gap in the North Downs. 
These are a range of hills that stretch across the south-east 
of England forming a barrier to communication routes. 
Originally there may have been a castle here to control the 
gap. (For example, Corfe Castle on Swanage map.)

Defensive site

Castle

This is a defensive site. The settlement is sited inside a 
meander bend to give protection to the settlement. It is 
surrounded on three sides by water. Often, as in this case, 
the ‘open’ end was defended by a castle. Other sites for 
defensive settlements were on the top of hills. This allowed 
them to be prepared for invaders.

Lowest bridging point

This site is at the lowest bridging point of a river. This means 
the last place that a river could either be ‘forded’ (walked 
across) or ‘bridged’ before the sea.

English Channel

Brighton

Coastal town

This is a coastal town. There are many towns and cities 
around the UK which are sited on the coast. Many of them 
were sited originally for either communication links due 
to the harbour facilities or, as in the case of Brighton, for 
tourism.

Spring-line settlements

Water tableChalk (porous)

Gentle dip
slope

Steep sharp
slope

Clay (impermeable)

Pasture land:
dairying and
sheep

Spring-line
settlement

Arable farming

This site shows spring-line settlements. The site is on a 
spring at the base of a line of hills. The spring provides a 
water supply and the hills offer protection from the wind.

What is the site of a 
settlement?
This is the land that the settlement 
is actually built on. If you are 
describing the site of a settlement 
on an OS map, you should describe 
a number of human and physical 
features. Try to remember SHAWL:

■ Shelter from strong winds and 
storms

■ Height above sea level
■ Aspect, the way that the slope faces
■ Water supply
■ Land that the settlement is built 

on, such as above the fl oodplain, 
fertile land, type of slope.

 What is the situation of 
a settlement?
This is the settlement’s position in 
relation to its surroundings. When 
you are describing the situation of 
a settlement on an OS map, you 
should describe the human and 
physical features around it. Try to 
remember PARC:

■ Places
■ Accessibility
■ Relief
■ Communications.

The shapes of settlements can be 
nucleated, linear or dispersed 
(see Figure 9)  Figure 8 Settlement sites
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Geographical Skills for Edexcel GCSE12
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 Figure 9 Diagram of settlement shapes

 What is the shape of a settlement?
■ Nucleated settlements are where the buildings are grouped together. 

They often form at crossroads or around a village green
■ Linear settlements have their buildings either side of a main road, 

along a valley or the coast
■ Dispersed settlements have individual buildings spread out around 

an area (there is no obvious centre).

Exam Tip
You may be asked to draw a 
sketch of a settlement and 
annotate it to explain its site.

STRETCH AND 
CHALLENGE

Explain the situation of Looe.

Looe map extract (page 90)

1 Describe the site of Herodsfoot (2160).
2 Compare the shape of Herodsfoot with the shape of Duloe (2358).
Swanage map extract (page 95)

3 Describe the situation of Swanage.

ACTIVITIES

REVIEW
 By the end of this section, you should be able to:

✔	 describe and identify the site and situation of settlements
✔	 describe and identify the shape of settlements.
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Geographical Skills for Edexcel GCSE48

Geo-spatial information
GIS has been explained in Section A of this book (see page 35). This 
section will develop further how GIS can be used in association with 
geo-spatial data.

The Environment Agency uses maps to help people to assess the risk of 
a fl ood in their area. There is the facility on its website for householders 
to put in their postcode and get an immediate response on the 
likelihood of fl ooding in their area.

See Figure 6 which shows the likelihood of a fl ood on 3 April 2016 in the 
Newton Poppleford area in Devon. 

 Learning objective

– To study geo-spatial 
information in a GIS framework.

 Learning outcomes
➜	To be able to describe 

geo-spatial data in a GIS 
framework

➜	To be able to interpret 
geo-spatial data in a GIS 
framework.

 Figure 6 Flood hazard mapping (from watermaps.environment-agency.gov.uk)

Study Figure 6. Describe the area on the map that is at highest risk of 
fl ood.

Explain why the risk of fl ooding is highest in this area.

ACTIVITY

STRETCH AND CHALLENGE

Use the internet to research two other geo-spatial maps.

Write a description of each of the maps and an interpretation of the 
information that is shown.

Exam Tip
Geo-spatial means that the 
information is geographical data 
with the location of where the 
data relates to. This will usually 
be presented on a map.

REVIEW
By the end of this section, you 
should be able to:

✔	 describe geo-spatial data in 
a GIS framework

✔	 interpret geo-spatial data in 
a GIS framework.
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Geographical Skills for Edexcel GCSE80

Scatter graphs
What is a scatter graph?
A scatter graph can be used to show whether there is a relationship 
(link) between two sets of data. The pattern of the points describes the 
relationship. After plotting the points, a line known as a best-fi t line 
should be drawn on the graph. This line will indicate the strength of 
the relationship (correlation) between the two variables (data sets). The 
pattern will show a positive or negative correlation or whether there is no 
correlation at all. Study the graphs in Figure 6, which show scatter graphs 
with different correlations.

How to draw a scatter graph to show 
whether there is a graphical correlation 
between the width and depth of a 
river as it moves from its source (site 1) 
towards its mouth (site 10)
■	 Decide which is the independent variable and 

which is the dependent variable. For these 
two sets of data, there are no independent 
or dependent variables. However, if you were 
plotting how depth changes with distance from 
the source, the distance from the source would 
be the independent variable and the depth 
would be the dependent variable.

■	 Decide on an appropriate scale on the x-axis for 
the width measurements. Remember, the scale 
should be spaced out evenly and allow for the 

highest value in the data set. In this case, ten 
squares on the graph paper equals 1 m.

■	 Decide on an appropriate scale on the y-axis for 
the depth measurements. Remember, the scale 
should be spaced out evenly and allow for the 
highest value in the data set. In this case, fi ve 
squares on the graph paper equals 10 cm.

■	 Plot the measurements for each of the sites on 
to the graph, labelling each site with the correct 
number.

■	 Draw a line of best-fi t. This is a straight line 
through the middle of the points that you have 
plotted.

■	 Compare the pattern with the standard patterns 
for the different types of correlations shown in 
Figure 4.

■	 What type of correlation have you plotted?
■	 Explain what this means.
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 Figure 5 A scattergraph of river width and river depth

 Learning objective

– to study scatter graphs.

 Learning outcomes
➜	To be able to construct a 

scatter graph.
➜	To be able to explain the 

patterns shown on a scatter 
graph.

➜	To be able to suggest 
appropriate uses of scatter 
graphs.
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Numerical and  statistical skills 81

 Figure 6 Scatter graphs with 
different correlations

1 Draw a scatter graph for the data below. Use the ‘how to’ box to 
help you.

Country Domestic water usage (%) GDP ($)

China 12 5,000

Australia 15 29,000

Japan 20 30,000

Thailand 9 7,400

Korea 14 17,700

India 6 2,900

Indonesia 8 3,200

Russia 19 9,000

Turkey 15 6,700

New Zealand 48 21,600

Uzbekistan 5 1,700

Malaysia 17 8,500

Sri	Lanka 4 3,700

Algeria 25 5,900

Afghanistan 3 700

Sierra Leone 2 500

USA 17 37,800

2 Is there a correlation? What is its nature?
3 Points that are well away from the line of best-fi t are known as 

residuals or anomalies. Are there any residuals or anomalies? If so, 
circle them on your graph.

4 Describe and give reasons for the pattern that is shown by the graph.

ACTIVITIES

STRETCH AND CHALLENGE

Another way to test for a relationship between sets of data is to 
use a statistical technique such as Spearman’s rank correlation 
coeffi cient. Test the statistical correlation between the data given in 
question 1 using Spearman’s test. Information on how to complete 
this statistical technique can be found in the Stretch and Challenge 
section starting on page 77.  

Exam Tip
Remember to always state the 
type of correlation and explain 
what it means.

REVIEW
By the end of this section, you should be able to:

✔	 construct a scatter graph
✔	 explain the patterns shown on a scatter graph
✔	 suggest appropriate uses of scatter graphs.
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